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Introduction1

The great strides in computing, graphics and information technology, and the widespread use of the web and 
communications technologies have rapidly changed the landscape for conveying and analyzing data and other 
information. From a technological perspective, the possibilities for identifying ways to generate and project images 
seem boundless. From a user perspective, individuals are consuming and absorbing information in far more diverse 
ways, and, regardless of personal cognitive styles, they are more familiar with hypermedia technology and new 
ways to convey visual information. Indeed, the field of ‘visualization’ has been taking shape, with research institutes, 
university courses, web sites, and practitioner and scholarly conferences, and textbooks proliferating, with great 
enthusiasm and considerable momentum. 

The practice of visualization, though of great interest to many people, can mean very different things and the field has 
many streams, even though scholars and practitioners often look back to similar sources of inspiration in mapping, 
graphing, and more. Some of these visualization streams overlap, but there are distinct areas flowing from inputs, 
visualization technologies, goals, and even proximate target audiences. Some areas of visualization streams rely 
heavily on securing, transforming and projecting data, while others are focused more on visual means for facilitating 
analysis or dialogue without necessarily relying on data.  

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview and survey of the rapidly growing field of ‘visualization’ as 
background for the HC Coombs Policy Forum project Grappling with Complex Policy Challenges: Exploring the 
Potential of Visualization Technologies for Analysis, Advising and Engagement and as a complement to the related 
discussion paper. The discussion paper is best understood as considering the ‘demand-side’ possibilities and 
challenges for selecting and working with different visualization technologies, while this paper focuses on the ‘supply-
side’ seeking to give a sense of the evolution, diversity, and key issues of this field. Having a broad sense of the 
visualization landscape should assist project participants from the Australian Government with exchanging their 
department and agency experiences with different visualization technologies. 

This paper is organized as follows. The first part provides a brief overview of visualization, the key antecedents, and 
its many areas of practice. The next three sections delve into each of the primary areas of information visualization 
and data analytics; graphic and information display; and visual approaches in support of dialogue and strategy along 
with the related approaches of systems thinking, simulation, and scenarios – identifying key themes, concepts, 
contributors, and resources. The fifth section stands back to identify key issues that arise from all of the streams of 
visualization research and practice, and points to issues for public sector executives and policy analysts undertaking 
analysis, advising and engagement on complex policy issues. 

1 I would like to acknowledge Irene Huse, who provided excellent research assistance in support of this paper.
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Brief overview of visualization: data, graphics, 
facilitation/strategy
Visualization is a broad, diverse and relatively new field, really an amalgam of distinct yet overlapping approaches: 
information visualization and data analytics, graphics and information display, and visual facilitation for thinking and 
strategy. Each approach has its own focus, different origins, and a unique mix of scholarly or practitioner communities, 
who typically attend different conferences. The ‘what’ of visualization for each of these communities differs: for those 
focused on information visualization, it is the fidelity to and prospect of making sense of and representing often 
considerable volumes of data; for the graphics and information display community the goal is to produce aesthetically 
pleasing visualizations, often informed by interesting data; and for those engaged in graphics recording and strategic 
facilitation, the goal is to assist organizations, stakeholders, and communities to share perspectives and context with 
encompassing visual diagrams in order to develop a broader sense of collective interest and the possibilities for moving 
forward. For government leaders, it is important to appreciate these approaches to visualization and which might fit best 
with different strategic needs.

Delineating and juxtaposing different approaches to visualization usefully serves to clarify their essential foci and 
approaches, but, along with the different techniques and issues associated with each approach, the overlaps and 
cross-fertilization across the broad approaches need to be appreciated. For example, Tufte’s (1990, 1997, 2001) 
pioneering work on visual display is universally considered seminal, itself informed by exemplary maps and graphs, 
often produced decades and even centuries in the past. However, despite some intersections, each approach 
has its own streams of literature, conferences, and textbooks or manuals. That said, some of the most interesting 
research resists easy categorization, and often involves efforts to array and work across the different traditions 
in visualization. 

The first and briefest part of this paper begins with a high-level overview of three different visualization domains. The 
next three parts of this paper successively take up each of the visualization approaches, considering their origins 
and their key focus, approaches, and issues:

 > Information visualization and data analytics: this interdisciplinary field has emerged out of computing and 
graph-making, motivated by the need to visually represent increasingly large data-sets found it the sciences, as 
well as digital communications and records, to enhance how humans can analyze and learn from this information

 > Graphics and information display: this field celebrates the beauty and diversity of design and representation 
of data for the purposes of communication, marketing, and illumination, and has roots not only in the worlds of 
graphics and map-making for prepared for architecture, advertising, newspapers, magazines, and web sites

 > Visual facilitation for thinking and strategy: this field uses diagramming to assist with facilitating groups 
to better understand each other and their challenges, and includes a large circle of approaches for strategy 
development – systems thinking, simulation, scenarios, and performance thinking – which rely heavily on 
visual techniques. 

A high-level way to think about the differences among these approaches is to consider (a) the extent to which their 
primary goal is to represent raw data versus ideas, and (b) the extent to which they seek to raise awareness of 
audiences versus directly facilitate decision-making. 
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Figure 1 Three visualization domains

Information visualization

Graphics and 
visual display

Facilitation and 
strategic thinking

Graphics and display
 - advertising
 - maps
 - scientific and architecture
 - newspaper / magazines
 - web sites
 - presentations
 - animations

Cognate strategic practice
 - system thinking
 - simulations
 - scenario-building
 - performance thinking

Graphics / visual practitioners
 - graphic recorders and facilitators
 - visual practitioners
 - organizational development
 - stakeholder development

Genres
 - scientific visualization
 - information visualization
 - visual and data analysis

Visualization techniques
 - spatial data
 - geospatial data
 - multivariate data
 - trees / graphs / networks
 - text and documents

Ward et al (2010)

Types of structural representations 
 - graphs, trees, cones
 - proximity and connectivity techniques
 - clustering and classification 

distance and word search 
multi- dimensional-scaling 
network analysis

 - glyphs on charts and graphs
 - virtual structures (Word Net, Wordle)
 - network representations

Chen (2006)

In parsing out these approaches, it will be important to recall not only the overlaps, but also the commonalities: scholars 
and practitioners in all of the approaches are wrestling with and trying to make sense of complexity; they all believe 
that visualizing data and challenges are typically more effective for sharing information than more linear, text-based 
renderings; and they all have a commitment to increasing the impact of visualizations for illumination and judgement. 

Information visualization and data analytics
The field of ‘information visualization’ is a relatively new and rapidly growing, driven by the latest developments in 
information and communications technologies, but tracing its origins to early mapping and graphing techniques 
(eg, Friendly 2008; Tufte 1990). It has been developing at the intersection of well-established disciplines such as 
computing, engineering, graph analysis, data management, cognitive psychology, software development, human-
computer interface, etc, with engagement from a host of scientific, social science and humanities disciplines where 
visualization technologies are applied. The ‘InfoVis’ field is only beginning to institutionalize, as evidenced by an 
expanding number of conferences, journals, research centres at universities, courses, and programs. Although the 
field is breathtaking in diversity, it is driven by the premise that access to different kinds of data, which – when found, 
accurately transformed, well represented, and then properly matched with other streams of data – will help inform and 
improve awareness of issue, analysis, and decision-making. 

Entire books have recently been written attempting to provide overviews of the new field of information visualization 
(eg Chen 2006; Spence 2007; Mazza 2009; Keim et al 2010). Since it is not possible to provide a full account of the 
field in just a few pages, what follows provides a sense of the evolution, scope and issues taken up in the literature, 
with attention directed to issues of relevance to those interested in exploring the potential of information visualization 
for addressing complex policy challenges. The goal is also to give readers a sense of where to look for more detailed 
accounts and explanations. Accordingly, the first section outlines the genesis, scope, and state of the field, while 
the second section provides a high-level itemization of some of the main techniques and outputs associated with 
information visualization. The final section identifies key issues, emerging research directions, and overlaps with the 
other domains of visualization taken up in the next two parts of this paper. 
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Information visualization: emergence and growth of a field
Card et al (1999b) provides a useful survey of the origins of information visualization. They identified several streams of 
overlapping interest: 

 > Data graphics, which concerned how to use graphs and maps to visually represent data, including setting out 
historical and contemporary examples and principles for good design (Bertin, 1967, 1977; Tufte 1983/2001)

 > Statistics and visualization, which focused more on different ways to more efficiently and rapidly allow viewers 
to distil findings from statistical data-sets, particularly multi-variable and large-n data (eg, Tukey 1977; Cleveland & 
McGill 1988)

 > Scientific visualization, established in 1985, a National Science Foundation panel set a research agenda on 
‘visualization and computer graphics’ involving computational scientists (including physical and life sciences, 
economics, medicine, much of applied mathematics, etc) and engineers, visualization scientists and engineers, 
systems support personnel, artists, and cognitive scientists (McCormick et al 1987, p.11)

 > Computer graphics and artificial intelligence, where researchers, informed by principles like those developed 
by Bertin and Tufte, sought to automate the transformation and matching of data, as well as creating graphical and 
other visual representations, with communications goals in mind

 > User-interface research, which explored different ways to facilitate users sifting through and exploring large 
amounts of data, as well as different streams of data. Card et al (1999b) note that the “concern was again not so 
much the quality of the graphics as the means for cognitive amplification.” (p.8) 

According to Card et al (1999b) this last stream of research produced the first known use of the phrase “information 
visualization” (Robertson et al 1989), although terms such as ‘scientific visualization’, ‘visual display’, and ‘visualization’ 
were already in use.  

These early tributaries to the contemporary ‘river’ of information visualization research and practice explain, in 
part, some of the different broad definitions of the field. Early on, when the National Science Foundation panel saw 
visualization as a sub-field of computing, but with great potential for many other fields, it intriguingly suggested that 
“Visualization offers a method for seeing the unseen.” (McCormick et al 1987, p.3) Card et al (1999) suggested that 
information visualization is “the use of computer-supported, interactive visual representations of abstract data to 
amplify cognition” (p.7), having made a distinction from scientific visualization based on physically-based data. When 
introducing a new journal for the field, Chen (2002) declared that

“information visualization can be broadly defined as a computer-aided process that aims to reveal insights into 
an abstract phenomenon by transforming abstract data into visual-spatial forms. The intention…is to optimize 
the use of our perceptual and visual-thinking ability in dealing with phenomena that might not readily lend 
themselves to visual-spatial representations.” (p.1)

Later, after the field has further evolved and expanded, Ward et al (2010) defined visualization as “as the 
communication of information using graphical representations” (p.1). They also emphasize that visualization is not 
the same thing as computer graphics, arguing that it is the connection to data that is crucial and not making a firm 
distinction between information and scientific visualization. Likewise, Chen (2010) defines information as “computer 
generated interactive graphical representations of information.” (p.387) However, rising above all of these perspectives, 
Shneiderman (2006) declares that “the essence of information visualization is more ambitious and more compelling 
[than finding appropriate representations of relationships, patterns, trends, clusters, and outliners]; it is to accelerate 
human thinking with tools that amplify human intelligence.”(p.vii) This declaration authentically captures the sense of 
mission that pervades this rapidly growing field.2  

Despite the many disciplinary and sub-disciplinary strands of research feeding into information visualization, it did not 
start to galvanize as a field until the late 1990s and early 2000s. The first collection of key articles and other resources, 
as well as an account of the evolution of the field, was published as Information Visualization: Using Vision 

2 Spence (2007) notes that to “visualize” means “to form a mental model or mental image of something” and then observes that “visualization is solely a 
human cognitive activity and has nothing to do with computers.” (p.5) Information can be secured in a variety of ways.  Hegarty (2004) defines visualization 
as “any display that represents information in a visual-spatial medium” (p.1), with this and other research exploring the effects of external representations on 
internal representations in the mind.
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to Think (Card et al 1999), and was soon complemented by Chen’s Information Visualization and Virtual Environments 
(Chen 1999) Ware’s Information Visualization: Perception for Design (2000), and Spence’s Information Visualization. 
(2001). The journal Information Visualization was started in 2002, later joined by the Parsons Journal of Information 
Management, which added to a portfolio more specialized journals that various contributors had and continue to 
publish in. There has since been a profusion of books and collections (eg, Bederson and Shneiderman 2003; Thomas 
and Cook 2005; Chen 2006; Few 2006; Chen et al 2008; Fry 2008; Few 2009; Keim et al 2010; Steele and Iliinsky 
2010; Ward et al 2010), along with university courses around the world dedicated to grooming the next generation of 
practitioners and researchers in this field. 

An international community of scholars has rapidly emerged to explore information and data visualization. Reflecting 
the precursors to the field, the IEEE (International Electrical and Electronic Engineering) Computing Society has been 
an important vector for the exchange and publication of ideas and research. Perhaps the most important annual event 
is InfoVis or the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization, but it has been joined by the Visual Analytics Science 
and Technology (VAST) conference and the International Conference on Information Visualization (IV), with these 
meetings collectively referred to as VisWeek. Gatherings with colleagues in cognate fields and other regions, have 
led to a bewildering menu of events such as SoftVis, BioVis, EuroVis, PacificVis, etc (Chen 2010). There is an ever-
expanding number of research institutes at universities and corporations specializing in information visualization. 

Finally, there is no shortage of web sites collecting and celebrating noteworthy visualizations, which in some cases are 
commercial. A sample includes the following web sites and blogs: 

 > Online Library of Information on Visualization Environments at www.otal.umd.edu/Olive 

 > Datavisualization.ch at http://datavisualization.ch/ 

 > Many Eyes at www-958.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/manyeyes

 > Tableau Public at www.tableausoftware.com/public 

 > Flowing Data at www.flowingdata.com (see “Visualization” in the Archives section)

 > Infosthetics at www.infosthetics.com

 > Simple Complexity at www.simplecomplexity.net 

 > Visual Complexity at www.visualcomplexity.com/vc (focus on network applications) 

 > Dynamic Diagrams blog ‘Information Design Watch’ at http://dd.dynamicdiagrams.com/  

 > The Big Picture at www.public.iastate.edu/~CYBERSTACKS/BigPic.htm

 > Junk Charts at www.junkcharts.typepad.com/ 

While the literature on information visualization focuses more on techniques, algorithms, issues, challenges, and 
theories, these web sites and blogs celebrate (and market) the outputs that emanate from the field, often starkly 
beautiful. The excitement from finding and engaging visualizations is palpable when visiting these and other sites, but 
also animates the literature. 

What is information visualization? Inputs, outputs, domains
It is tempting to review information visualization outputs, which can be stimulating and aesthetically pleasing, and 
forget that not only are they are based on data inputs of one kind or another, but they are representations of that 
data. Data can be scientific measurements or other streams of data (like information packets), abstract numbers 
buttressing variables (such as social or economic data), or images, text, and documents. In a seminal contribution, 
Shneiderman (1996) identified seven kinds of data – one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), three-dimensional 
(3D), temporal data, multi-dimensional data, tree data, and network data – noting that different data can be used in 
varying combinations. Indeed, a recurring and more fundamental theme in the data is that the quality of information 
visualizations – and the judgments they inform – are only as good as the underlying data. Not surprisingly, as is 
the case with statistics more generally, a fundamental precursor to good information visualization is ensuring that 
data either comes from a reliable and accurate source, or spending time to ensure that the data becomes so, or 
appreciating the extent of reliability and gaps when analyzing it (Ward et al 2010, pp.423-4). 
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With reliable data in hand, Bederson and Shneiderman (2003) identify seven tasks information visualization specialists 
must typically grapple with: overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history, and extract. Fry (2008) offers a 
somewhat different list: acquire, parse, filter, mine, represent, refine, and interact. The need to provide an ‘overview’ and 
‘zoom’ presumes a certain threshold in volume of data, which requires seeing the whole and then focusing on different 
areas, levels of analysis or dimensions, or detail. The notion of filtering suggests that, with sufficiently large amounts 
of data on hand, aggregating or filtering out certain data might best inform analysis. There may be different ways to 
represent the same data in a visually pleasing and more accessible way to users. Underpinning these typologies, 
and the field more generally, is the expectation that arriving at robust and effective visualizations will necessarily be 
an iterative process, involving lots of experimentation with the data, filtering, and so on. Indeed, the very activities of 
mining, parsing, zooming, relating different streams of data, etc, are not only part of building visualizations, but often 
what a completed visualization capability might allow with end users. The extent of the visualization challenge depends 
on the amount, type, and diversity of the data streams at hand and, in turn, the audiences for the information. 

A survey of the web sites noted above will quickly show that there are many different ways to represent data, which 
may be conditioned by type and range of data.3 Ward et al (2010) divide visualization techniques into six broad 
categories: spatial data, geospatial data, multivariate data, trees/graphs/networks, and text/documents. Chen (2006) 
identifies many different forms of ‘structural’ representation: graphs, trees, and cones; proximity and connectivity 
techniques (such as semantic distance and word search, multi-dimensional scaling, and network analysis); clustering 
and classification (eg, dividing data into sub-sets and taxonomies, cluster-seeds);4 use of glyphs (eg, using symbols on 
charts to convey additional information); creating virtual structures (eg, WordNet, Wordle, etc); and creating networks 
(scale, small or large, topological, nodes, etc). Arriving at relatively easy-to-digest and relatively uncluttered diagrams, 
despite the volume and complexity of data, requires sifting through and organizing the data. Considerable research has 
focused on how to display network renderings without too many ‘edge-crossings’, or to use colour and line-density 
to show flows and relationships of certain volumes and intensities, or hyperbolic and fish-eye views to allow readers to 
see more detail in focused areas, all to make it easier for users to absorb despite rich and often dense data patterns. A 
challenge for observers is making sense of the many proprietary software packages, which may vary only modestly with 
respect to essential features of data manipulation but offer many different features for filtering and display.  

In his survey of the state and evolution of the field, Chen (2006) argued that, while great strides had been made with 
many visualization techniques, most focused on ascertaining ‘structure’ from available data. He argued that the next 
round of research would focus on extracting and displaying the dynamic and evolutionary properties of data. This 
partly reflects his interest in tracking the evolution of knowledge domains through citation data which display seminal 
contributions, linkages among researchers, and competing scientific worldviews (eg, Chen and Cribben 2002). It also 
more generally captures the increasing interest in Rosling’s GapMinder web site and other efforts to show how data 
and variables intersect and change over time. 

A significant development has been the emergence of the field of visual and data analytics. Driven by the availability of 
increasingly large and multiple data-sets – but also the real-time needs of governments, corporations, and scientific 
disciplines – there has been increasing interest in ‘data-mining’ and the challenges of assembling, representing, 
linking, and analyzing diverse data in real-time contexts. For example, since 9/11 attacks, the US Department of 
Homeland Security invested considerably in exploring the potential of visualization technologies (Thomas and Cook 
2004; Wong et al 2005) and supported leading-edge research in this field, and firms like Google analyze user patterns 
to develop new products and advertising streams. What makes visual analytics different from information visualization 
broadly understood are the specific challenges of: how to represent and use information from unstructured sources, 
how to facilitate developing hypotheses about potential linkages and behaviours, how to develop and test scenarios 
and hypotheses, how to display and assess diverse streams of information,5 and how to share and analyze such 
information in group contexts, often in real-time and distributed decision-making environments (a variation on the 

3 Ward et al (2010) provide a detailed discussion of different types of data, ranging from whether they constitute ordinal, nominal or scalar data, to the various 
elements of syntax and semantics associated with data, and the extent to which data has explicit or implied geometric structure and/or connectivity with 
other data sources. They identify several examples of structured data: magnetic resonance imagery, computational fluid dynamics, financial, computer-
aided design, remote sensing, census, and social network.

4 Ward et a (2010) identify several topics in this regard: metadata and statistics; missing values and data cleansing; normalization; segmentation; sampling 
and subsetting (using interpolation); dimension reduction; aggregation and summarization; smoothing and filtering; and raster to vector conversion.(pp.50-
66)  The key point here is that information visualizations are often based on various ways of converting and representing data. They warn that understanding 
“the types of transformation the data has undergone can help in properly interpreting it.” (p.66)

5 For example, Reis et al (2010) consider the challenge of integrated assessment modelling (IAMs) for air pollution and climate change. This involves assem-
bling and working across data collected for different purposes and with different time horizons, variables, and degrees of resolution.
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challenges of meshing human-factors with computer-interface design).6 Keim et al (2008) identify other areas for 
applications: physics and astronomy; environmental monitoring; disaster and emergency management; software 
analytics; biology, medicine and health; engineering analytics; personal information management; and mobile graphics 
and traffic. (pp.82-87) 

Evaluating visualization techniques
An important premise of the field is that, in a complex world with a surfeit of data, visualization techniques are more 
effective than more traditional ways of sharing information. Bederson and Shneiderman (2003), for example observe that:

“The attraction of visual displays, when compared to textual displays, is that they make use of the remarkable 
human perceptual ability for visual information. Within visual displays, there are opportunities for showing 
relationships by proximity, by containment, by connected lines, or by color coding. Highlighting techniques (for 
example, bold-fact text or brightening, inverse video, blinking, underscoring, or boxing) can be used to draw 
attention to certain items in a field of thousands of items. Pointing to a visual display can allow rapid selection, 
and feedback is apparent. The eye, the hand, and the mind seem to work smoothly and rapidly as users 
perform actions on visual displays.” (Bederson and Shneiderman 2003, p.5)

In contrast, despite his enthusiasm and central role in a rapidly growing field, consider Chen’s (2006) worry about 
where it might add genuine value:

“The 1990s witnessed leaps and bounds in the field of information visualization with increasingly powerful 
techniques and visually appealing information visualization artifacts. Research in information visualization has 
been traditionally dominated by sophisticated and eye-popping innovations of visual representations and 
technical mechanisms. In contrast, empirical evaluations of information visualizations are often overshadowed 
by the enthusiasms for what can be done rather than for what should be done.” (Chen 2006, p.173)

Which visualizations are superior to others, for what purposes, and under what circumstances? Is it the visualization or 
the hardware/software interface that affects the ability of users to consume and manipulate information as efficiently as 
possible? One strand of the literature has sought to provide answers to these questions (Chen and Czerwinski 2000).  

Chen (2006, Ch.6), reviews studies that have sought to assess  accuracy and effectiveness from the standpoint 
of users (ie, a variety of cognitive factors, gender, prior knowledge), tasks (ie, search, scanning, finding shortest 
paths, judgement), visual features (focus-context balance, 2D vs. 3D, glyphs,7 etc), and information (eg, website 
hyperlinks and networks of documents). For example, 2D views seem to outperform 3D visualizations for exploring 
hierarchical data structures, but it is not clear why (Cockburn & McKenzie 2000). Others have compared kinds of 
tree map visualizations (Bederson et al 2001; Bederson and Shneiderman 2003; Satasko et al 2000; Plaisant et 
al 2002; Bevington and Anderson 2010), hyperbolic (focus + context) and fisheye views, as well as different kinds 
of graphs. Chen (2006) reports that 3D renderings of tree-maps do not out-perform 2D visualizations.  Priolli et al 
(2003) developed the idea of ‘information scent’, and sought to assess the effectiveness of display cues when users 
completed various tasks. Chen (2006) reviews several studies which show that, in different ways, the cognitive style of 
users makes a significant difference, which has important implications for design, training and education (p.202-210). 
Another area for research is focusing on the utility of dashboards and other interfaces in real-time decision-making in 
organizations with rapidly expanding stocks of information (Hamzah et al 2010).  

A related line of research has recently emerged, examining the effectiveness of visualizations utilized for strategic 
purposes,8 a practice field developed without much contact with diagram scholars (Blackwell et al 2008). The 
dimensions for comparison include: visual impact, clarity, perceived finishedness, directed focus, facilitated insight, 
modifiability, and group interaction support (Bresciani et al 2008a, 2008b; Bresciani & Eppler 2010). Bresciani and 

6 Ham (2010) lists several software tools for facilitating data analytics and source web sites, several of which are described in further detail in Ward et al 
(2010, Ch.14).

7 Brath (2010) and Few (2009) present different ways to use the degrees of freedom offered by dots and spaces on graphs to convey more information (with 
a “glyph” or symbol), rather than numbers essentially adding another dimension or more  in scientific and information visualization. 

8 These include: flowcharts, idea fireworks visual metaphor, system dynamics, Venn diagrams, road maps, Forrester’s wave, graphs, quadrant diagrams, 
cube diagrams, decision tables, pre-sketches, sketches and templates with post-it  notes, embedded graphs in slide presentation, icebergs, mountain 
trails, slide rulers, bridges, metaphors, along with causal loops, timelines, and argument maps. Dansereau and Simpson (2009) call for more visual displays 
relying on node-link diagrams (including information maps, guide or template maps for facilitated dialogue, and freestyle maps arising from collaborations) 
for a variety of task-specific and client-oriented activities, and organizational development. They point to concept mapping (Novak 2002) and mind mapping 
(Buzan 1974).
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Eppler (2009b) use a quasi-experimental methodology to ascertain whether groups worked more effectively with 
different kinds of visualization, and controlling for no visualization. They found, regardless of perceived increased 
effectiveness, visualization-enhanced collaboration was more effective (and never inferior), even if the match of 
visualization approach for the tasks was not optimal. Blackwell et al (2008) suggest that assessments of effectiveness 
likely depend on whether the purpose was goal achievement vs. general orientation and visioning. Eppler et al (2009) 
consider the merits and risks of visual ambiguity, noting the benefits include analytic flexibility and allowing for diverse 
perspectives.9 However, while this work is reported in InfoVis proceedings and journals, it is not focusing on data-driven 
visualization projections, but rather, on ‘strategic visualizations’ that will be reviewed in more detail later in this paper. 

Taking stock: key issues and research priorities
A noteworthy feature of field of information visualization is that it regularly sets aside time to reflect on progress and 
to identify the next areas for research exploration. Indeed, the field received an enormous kick-start from the National 
Science Foundation panel that shaped it for years to come (McCormick et al 1987). This sensibility has been carried 
on over the years. 

Ward et al (2010) provide a good overview and commentary on issues and challenges arising from several key reports, 
discussions, and lists developed by others (Johnson 2004; Johnson et al 2006; MacEachren and Kraak 2001; 
Thomas and Cook 2004; Grinstein et al 2008). There is not the space to review their survey in detail, but the key 
headings provide a sense of the span and the current research frontiers of the field of information visualization:

 > Issues of data: handling increased scale and scalability of data-sets (Chen 2010: 398); addressing and 
representing different types of data (static vs. dynamic, special vs. non-spatial, nominal vs. ordinal, and structured 
vs. nonstructured); dealing with time as variable and attribute; and variable quality

 > Issues of cognition, perception, and reasoning: more research into how people undertake problem-solving with 
visual displays (clustering, identifying patterns, building and testing hypotheses, etc), and how displays and systems 
can be improved to increase higher-level functioning, learning, interpretation, and use of memory with greater 
volumes and more streams of data (see also Hargarty 2010)

 > Issues of system design: achieving increased integration of computational analysis with interactive visual 
analysis, which would allow, depending on the challenge, for analysis to proceed either from visual analysis into 
computational manipulation, or vice versa; developing new interaction tools to assist with higher-order tasks when 
using visualizations; and designing systems that rely less on expert users

 > Issues of evaluation: to measure the yields of different kinds of visualization in terms of how individuals react and take 
in information, but also impacts on the quality of analysis and decision-making (Chen and Yu 2002; Plaisant 2004)

 > Issues of hardware: taking advantage of new technologies to share and display visualizations and information, 
such as hand-held displays, display walls, immersive environments, taking advantage of available computational 
hardware, and richer and more subtle interaction devices (voice, more tactile controls, and learning from gaming 
devices, etc)

 > Issues of applications: depth-based innovations (how to take advantage of the latest or most appropriate 
visualization techniques by fostering good collaboration with domain experts) vs. breadth-based innovations 
(extending the reach of visualization, multiple types of data, and domain-specific innovation into other domains). 

More generally, Ward et al (2010) call for a ‘science’ of visualization to buttress the learning and yields from what 
has been essentially an inductive field. (p.424)  Many of these topics and challenges stand as enduring themes of 
information visualization, with the strides in technology creating new issues or finally allowing for possibilities previously 
imagined to be taken up.

Interestingly, one theme from Chen (2005) not picked up by Ward et al (2010) was his call for more education 
and training in information visualization for users and practitioners alike. To be sure, there has been a significant 
proliferation of courses and textbooks since 2005, including Ward et al (2010)!  In a more confrontational tone, 

9 Categorizes types of ambiguity: the visual (iconic, symbolic, indexical); the people interpreting the visual (background, familiarity); and the interaction among 
the people interpreting the visual (focus, scope).
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Few (2008) criticizes contributors to the information visualization and data analytics for having been too scholarly, 
technology-driven, and inaccessible; insufficiently focused on the needs of generalist users. Conversely, Chen (2010) 
wonders whether enough thought has been given to striking the right balance between aesthetics and utility (pp.391-
2). This latter concern is taken up in the next part of this paper. 

Graphics and information display
The field of information visualization overlaps with writing and practice on information and graphics design in two 
directions: (1) towards the broad field of graphics, which has long explored and celebrated innovative ways to convey 
information for scientific, professional and advertising; and (2) the increasing number of magazines (eg, Wired, 
Scientific American, Popular Mechanics, etc, to name only a few) and news organizations (eg, Wall Street Journal, The 
New York Times, the Globe and Mail, ABC24, etc) investing in visual renderings of issues and stories. Websites and 
books have been multiplying on this subject, as well as gurus like McCandless (2009) and (Baer 2008) who generate 
and/or convey the best and most intriguing of these efforts. However, this broad and diverse area of graphics and 
information display should not be confused with the academic and professional work in visualization described in the 
previous section: the latter is wholly data-driven, whereas in varying degrees, information and graphics design places 
more of a premium on aesthetics, beauty and impact as points of departure. 

This literature is breath-taking in its diversity, ranging from the exploration of new programs and algorithms for 
producing visualizations, to showcasing the remarkable and beautiful examples of visualization, to exploring their 
application in an ever-increasing array of fields, to developing theoretical constructs, and to exploring the cognitive 
dimensions of processing and interpreting visualizations. Many tip their professional and scholarly hats to Tufte (1990; 
1997; 2001). Given that some visualization here is dedicated to ‘marketing’ of ideas and products, it often generates 
concerns about the implications for how the cognate field of information visualization might be used in policy analysis, 
advising, and engagement, and therefore it is important to understand what it encompasses. What follows considers 
some of the different areas of application (print, graphic displays, presentations, etc), and focuses on themes arising in 
the literature on topics like presentations, story-telling, animation, and the meaning of beauty, all relevant to addressing 
complexity and policy issues. 

Displaying information: scope, application, media
In a wide-ranging compendium, Baer (2008) reports that the field of information design is broadly defined as “the 
translating [of] complex, unorganized, or unstructured data into valuable, meaningful information.” (p.12)  Information-
design practitioners can be found in many fields, and include graphic designers, information architects, interaction 
designers, user experience designers, usability and human-factors specialists, human-computer interaction 
specialists, and plain language experts (pp.14-15). Practitioners work with diverse media, ranging from printed matter 
(signs, guides, marketing, etc), to information graphics produced for magazines and newspapers, to interactive web 
sites and screen-based projects, to various types of animation and advertising.  

Baer (2008), like Steele and Iliinsky (2010), do a wonderful of job of displaying the diverse domains for information 
visualization: social and market network analysis (Krebs 2010; Holloway 2010; Perer 2010); voting patterns in 
legislatures (Odewahn 2010; Kinnaird et al 2010); aviation flight patterns (Koblin and Klump 2010) and subway maps 
(Jabbour 2010); text-related applications such as Wordle, searching New York Times data-bases, and monitoring 
the editing of entries in Wikipedia (Feinberg 2010; Thorp 2010; Wattenbery and Viegas 2010); and even autopsies! 
(Persson 2010)  But these applications could easily be multiplied to include advertising, designs, and renderings in 
almost any field, like engineering, natural sciences, etc  

Steele and Iliinsky (2010) provide useful accounts of the design processes for very different kinds of visualizations 
(Chs. 2, 5, 8-9, 12-13). Some key themes that surfaced include: getting data and metrics right, simplifying the 
complexity that exists around thematic issues, achieving elegance and balance in the presentation of the visualization, 
moving from the specific to the whole, and anticipating considerable iteration, experimentation, and prototyping in 
order to arrive at workable and innovative visualizations. Many of these ideas are not new, and some have been long 
understood in research on specific aspects of visualization. 

Cleveland and McGill’s (1984) outlined a theory of graphical perception based on experimental data about how eye 
and brain take in and assess data contained in different charts (perceptual tasks). They considered the strengths 
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and weaknesses of different displays, and how they might be improved with respect to, for example, the distribution 
and concentration of data, the angle of lines and trends, etc. Their ultimate goal was to find out how best to array 
information to facilitate basic perceptual task activity of users so as to improve the accuracy of their judgement. The 
seminal books are from Ware (2000; 2004; 2008). More recently, Blackwell et al (2008) reviewed strategy roadmaps as 
a genre of diagram approaches with respect to relative effectiveness, how they differ from each other, and what makes 
them succeed or fail (this is part of the research program of Bresciani, Eppler and Blackwell, op.cit. on diagrams). 

Visualization: presentations, story-telling, animation
Another focus of some literature concerns designing visual displays of information for the purposes of engaging 
audiences as part of real-time presentations (which, of course, can be recorded and shared at other times). There are 
many publications that seek to improve presentations with respect to pacing, visuals and impact (eg Atkins 2007), 
but Duarte’s recent slide:ology (2008) and Resonate (2010), interestingly, take this to new levels by using visuals 
to analyze how speakers can create emotional and intellectual impact by tapping into good visuals, adroit timing 
and scripting of presentations, balancing oral and visual information flows, and linking data and presentations to 
good stories and overriding messages to broaden horizons, encourage commitment, and stimulate change. Such 
assessment and instruction is clearly focused on persuasion, and, this leads some observers, who are not familiar 
with the other visualization approaches, sceptical about how visualization can add value to policy analysis, advising, 
and engagement. 

A related theme concerns the importance of storytelling in communicating the relevance of data to audiences. 
Shapiro (2010), though identifying what sort of intellectual expertise is required to produce compelling visualizations,10  
argues that the key talent involves storytelling, and most information visualizations “will make themselves a pivotal 
point in a story or narrative within the viewers’ (or users’) minds.” (p.16)  Indeed, although Duarte (2010) identifies 
many exemplary speakers, she draws attention to the work and performances of Hans Rosling and his GapMinder 
visualizations, which can show the evolution of statistics over time, but, while the graphics can intriguingly be 
manipulated by users themselves, equally important are his performances that impart meaning, and mesmerize 
and stimulate audiences. Segel and Heer (2010) undertook an empirical study of the extent to which and modalities 
for how information visualizations were used in newspaper stories. Drawing on narrative analysis, they considered 
whether visualizations were used to support narrative structures developed in articles by the author (author-driven), or, 
moving in the opposite direction, providing the reader with more opportunity to develop their own interpretations and 
narratives (user-driven).11 They identify three hybrid types of articles with visualizations: ‘martini-glass’ visualizations, 
interactive slideshows, and articles with ‘drill-down’ organization. This study leads to some important questions: what 
is the appropriate balance to strike between narratives projected by the author versus the exploration of the reader? Is 
the goal to support worked-out narrative structures or support more exploration? 

Considering the possibilities of animation is a logical step after considering the proliferation of visualization packages, 
particularly those allowing users to manipulate data over time and with different filters, and how story-telling might 
assist with interpreting data. There are many types of animation (Heer & Robertson 2007), including computer-
generated animation for movies, gaming, simulations, advertising, and more scientific-architectural-engineering 
applications. However, where users are concerned, the literature suggests animation does not out-perform static 
representations of data, such as graphs. Tversky et al (2002) reviewed close to a hundred studies on animation and 
visualization, concluding that, while animation outperformed textual representations, they did not do better than ‘rich 
static’ diagrams. Others suggest animations do not help understand the theory behind algorithms, but understanding 
the theory (causal linkages) did help in learning more from them, and one way to do so involved manipulating the 
animations (Hundhausen et al 2002). Fisher (2010) explored how users respond to static versus dynamic (or animated) 
visualizations, and how to move across different kinds of visualization relying on the same data. He, like others, argues 
that evidence shows a limited pay-off to animation, which only provides benefits under certain circumstances. Those 
using scientific visualization tend to be more comfortable with dynamic representations than those using information 
visualizations, likely because the former have a shared knowledge base and work with real-world objects, while the 
latter often work with abstract data. (p.331)   

10 “The best visualizations tend to be dreamed up and executed by either single individuals with abilities across a wide range of disciplines, or small teams 
working very closely together. In these small, agile environments, the full range of talents can intersect and produce a stunning image or interactive product 
that can communicate a concept in a way that is more natural to human comprehension than a string of insights.” (p.15).

11 See also Gershon and Page [12] paper.
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Fischer (2010) observes that even GapMinder – which is not a full animation technology – relies heavily on Hans 
Rosling’s narratives, and because the dimensions of the charts remain constant and the data generally move in 
similar directions over time (p.333). Consistent with Segel and Heer (2010) reviewed above, Fisher (2010) makes a 
distinction between using animation for the purposes of presentation versus exploration (and learning), reporting that 
users would take longer to explore and play with animations, and that, when responding to questions they were less 
accurate with animation as opposed to static diagrams. Here I would like to observe that much of this literature has 
focused on animations seeking to convey a data-field of some sort, as opposed to animation that creates impressions 
free from, but with fidelity to, the data.12 The latter case is Segel and Heer’s (2010) narrative story-telling. Intriguingly, 
Fisher (2010) notes that cartoon animators often used distortion to create movement and catch the eye, and raise the 
possibility that modern animators may inadvertently suggest linkages where none empirically exist (p.331-2; see also 
Zongker & Salesin 2003). There is a modest consensus on principles for guiding animation: congruence with actual 
data; ease of apprehension or take-up for users, staged changes to different time or other dimensions, compatibility 
with previous visualizations, and only use necessary and meaningful motions (Fisher 2010, p.348-9; also see Tversky 
et al 2002, Heer & Robertson 2007, Zongker & Salesin 2003, Freidrich & Eades 2002).

Conclusion: balancing beauty and utility in visualization
The quality of ‘beauty’ is a dominant and recurring theme. A review of the representations of flight patterns across 
North America in Koblin and Klump (2010) or the fact-driven visualizations in McCandless (2009), let alone myriad 
scientific visualizations in various articles and collections, make this apparent. Indeed, as Steele and Iliinsky (2010) in 
the introduction to their collection Beautiful Visualization observe:

“This book found its beginnings as a natural outgrowth of Toby Segaran and Jeff Hammerbacher’s Beautiful 
Data (O’Reilly), which explores everything from data gathering to data storage and organization and data 
analysis. While working on that project, it became clear to us that visualization – the practice of presenting 
information for consumption as art – was a topic deep and wide enough to warrant a separate examination...
Andy Oram and Greg Wilson’s Beautiful Code (O’Reilly), defined beauty as a simple and elegant solution to 
some kind of problem. But visualization – as a combination of information and art – naturally combines both 
problem solving and aesthetics, allowing us to consider beauty in intellectual and classical senses.” (p.xi)

Illinsky (2010) argues that “For a visual to qualify as beautiful, it must be aesthetically pleasing, yes, but it must also 
be novel, informative, and efficient” (p.1) and suggests there is often a tension between the goal of conveying what is 
already known versus assisting the process of discovery (p.8). Putnam et al (2010), when describing their efforts to 
provide surround-sound-and-visual experiences, comment that “Our challenge and opportunity in composing beautiful 
visualizations is thus to strike a balance of both mathematical truth and perceptual expression, and to introduce a 
new form of art and research as epistemological experiment.” (293)  Indeed, despite the adage “beauty is in the eyes 
of the beholder”, both elegance and proportionality in design are highly valued across disciplines and professions for 
addressing the purposes at hand.  

A big question concerns the extent to which such visualizations, no matter how compelling and intriguing, are 
also relevant, useful and economical. Beauty, of course, is not inconsistent with utility, and often arises from its 
correspondence and assistance to the tasks hand. The idea that beautiful visualization can contain a mix of elegance 
and utility is compelling but, even when beauty predominates as a goal and effect of visualization, such ‘play’ can lead 
to greater interest in visualization, more facility with associated technologies, and to discovering other more practical 
applications.13 So, in this sense, beautiful visualization – just like information visualization and data analytics reviewed 
earlier, and different kinds of strategic visualization discussed in the next section – is part of a broader spectrum of 
exploring possibilities for more effective ways to present and interpret information. 

12 EAL: There is good advice on design sensibilities, it does not deal with the challenge of multiple levels of analysis and streams of information. However, 
perhaps the place to go is Fry (2008) on dashboard designs.

13 Feinberg (2010) emphasizes that Wordle was developed for pleasure and play, but it has acquired more aesthetic qualities for impact and art. He notes that 
research reveals that, even when people don’t use Wordle for analysis, they feel creative and experience ‘delight and surprise’ (Viegas, Wattenberg and 
Feinberg 2009). 
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Visual approaches to thinking and strategy
The first two streams of information and graphics visualization are essentially driven by data, with varying degrees 
of emphasis on the data-sets and presentation. This section reviews a third stream of visualization comprising two 
distinct but, to my mind, overlapping streams of visualization both involving direct engagement with and facilitation of 
decision-makers. Of all the visualization streams, this ‘free-hand’ work – though not short of method and technique –
comes the closest to grappling with the more general challenges confronting policy-makers and advisors, even if they 
involve coming to grips with information and perspectives supplied by other visualization practitioners. We begin with 
the practitioners who most readily see their work as ‘visualization’, and then turn to others who work with clients to 
strategically address complexity, but who can be seen as highly visual in approach. 

Visualization and facilitation
When the term ‘visualization’ is uttered, another equally engaged and enthusiastic set of practitioners might step 
forward: a growing community of visual and graphics artists who assist clients in grappling with complexity by means 
of sketching, often involving elaborate renderings of challenges and strategies. Their work proceeds under different 
labels – graphic recorders, graphic facilitators, and visual practitioners – but essentially they sketch in an engaging 
manner the evolution and key conclusions of meetings and conferences over a day and more, often in substantial and 
dynamic diagrams attempting to capture the movement, enthusiasm and vision of participants. Visual practitioners 
either work as – or in collaboration with – consultants who are variously providing services as facilitators and/or 
recorders for strategic and organizational development retreats, collaborative visioning processes, and community and 
stakeholder engagement exercises. 

The vector for this visualization community is the International Forum of Visual Practitioners (IVFP) founded in 1995 
and anchored by its web site www.ifvp.org and an annual conference. Another vector for this community is the 
VizThink web site at www.vizthink.com, which seems to range somewhat more broadly to include providing advice on 
compelling presentations with different visual technologies and monitoring different techniques for telling stories, but 
this difference may seem more apparent than real, since there seems to be considerable overlap in approach, gurus, 
and literature. Once again, many take inspiration from the work of Edward Tufte, but also Peter Senge, a leader in 
systems thinking and organizational development (see below). In addition to the community’s sense of momentum in 
terms of events and the blogosphere, external validation and interest recently came from the more traditional Harvard 
Business Review (McGinn 2010). 

A review of the IFVP web site reveals that many of the practitioners have similar styles, but varying degrees of vertical 
integration: some are exclusively ‘recorders’, others are equally engaged in facilitation, and still others may be more 
fully immersed in the broader process of organizational development and stakeholder engagement. Nevertheless, 
there seems a great deal of convergence in approaches and techniques, which can be found in several books and 
guides (Margulies and Valenza 2005; Hyerle 2009; Sibbet 2010; Blackwell et al 2008) and include the following: Venn 
diagrams, concept mapping, bubble maps, mind maps, thinking maps, systems feedback loops, mind-scaping, 
thinking hats, visual journeys, assumption trees, icebergs, influence circles, etc14   

Some approaches, however popular, are more focused, such as Roam’s (2009) focus on ‘back-of-the-envelope’ 
sketching for individuals and groups, and Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2010) survey of approaches to innovation and 
design – both seek to quickly stimulate creativity and problem-solving by sketching and a variety of visual techniques.  
Others are broader, moving into the realm of facilitating better presentations for audiences by means of more 
effectively using visualization, intriguingly including developing a better understanding how presentations work through 
a variety of visual means (Duarte 2010; Atkinson 2008). 

Stepping back, these contributions all convey a strong sense of mission and pragmatism, typically centred on the 
suite of approaches valued by specific authors, and thus do not constitute reviews of the state of the literature and 
practice that one would find of the fields of information visualization and data analytics. And, it would be a mistake 

14 Sibbet (2010) was authored by the founder of The Grove Consultants International group at www.grove.com, well-known for its dynamic, complex draw-
ings that capture facilitated events, most notably ‘story-mapping’ and a host of other visualizations. This book provides an eclectic history, advice and tem-
plates developed over the years, and points to other sources of tools and inspiration, including, among others, David Snowdon’s work at Cognitive Edge 
at www.cognitive-edge.com, the Institute for the Future, Tony Buzan and his mind mapping at www.thinkbuzan.com, and the Society for Organizational 
Learning at www.solonline.org Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline, which relies on visual thinking in the form of systems thinking.
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to suggest that this community, while not heavily vested in data-driven information visualization, is not interested in 
technology; rather, they appear interested in the challenges posed by technological change for organizations and 
communities, and actively seek ways to use technology to assist with their work (using tablets, sharing information at 
events, displaying and sharing diagrams, etc). 

To conclude, it is worth drawing attention to the work of Robert Horn, one of the gurus in the field, who authored 
(drew!) a classic in the field: Visual Language: Global Communications for the 21st Century (Horn 1998). Horn’s 
approach is interesting because not only does he argue that visual language has its own semantic elements and 
structure, and he uses visualization with sketches and clip-art to assist policy-makers and citizens to comprehend 
and think about how to address complex policy challenges and ‘wicked problems’ (Horn 2001). Like the broader 
family of visual practitioners, he developed various techniques to assist in coming to grips with different facets of 
challenges. These included maps for identifying strategy, options, scenario, argumentation, cross-boundary causality 
and dynamics, stakeholder considerations, and unknown territory, as well as agreement templates, visual timelines, 
quantitative charts and graphs, and process and procedure flow charts, and what he called “visual cognitive” maps, 
including “mythosphere”, media, public rhetoric, worldview,  dilemmas and paradox maps. Many visual practitioners 
might see more generic techniques under these labels, but what stands out is his effort to capture the challenges 
confronting policy-makers. 

Related approaches: systems, simulation, scenarios, and performance thinking
An interesting feature of visualization practice literature is that many authors and facilitators tap into approaches 
that many observers would associate with ‘systems thinking’, and, with the exception of Sibbet (2010), this is 
not acknowledged. This may be partly attributable to the fact that the modern systems thinkers did not conceive 
of themselves as ‘visualists’, but rather as bringing more systematic analysis to organizations and sometimes 
communities to address complexity and wicked problems, even if they relied on visual methods. Moreover, there are 
other approaches for analyzing complexity which are not ordinarily thought of as part of the family of ‘visualization’ 
methodologies, but ought to be included. What follows briefly reviews some essential systems thinking contributions 
and its relationship with visualization, and then flags simulation, scenario, and performance thinking as candidates as 
de facto practitioners of visualization, albeit working with different methodologies.  

A widely recognized approach for helping decision-makers and affected stakeholders explore, comprehend, and 
grapple with complex policy and management problems is that of ‘systems thinking’, particularly the soft systems 
approach – developed by Peter Checkland in the 1970s and later popularized by Peter Senge and others in the 
1990s. These formulations modified and extended of the early ideas associated with general systems theory, which 
performed better with more mechanistic systems (Checkland 1999; Senge 1990). We do not have the space here to 
review systems thinking in detail, but in essence its practitioners seek to work with decision-makers and stakeholders 
to better understand in the context of problems and interventions the issues, surrounding complexity, diverse 
interests and perspectives, the task and institutional factors at play, and, through dialogue, identify pragmatic ways for 
improving the situation (Checkland 1999; Checkland & Poulter 2010; Senge 1990; Chapman 2004; Chapman et al 
2009). Chapman sees systems thinking as ranging from different mixes of sense-making to developing action plans in 
complex situations (Checkland 1999, A29).

A key feature of systems thinking involves encouraging participants to commit perspectives, perceptions, and even 
emotions to paper in the form of diagrams, such as ‘rich pictures’ and other sketches, which can be shared and debated 
with others. Reflecting on the emergence of the diagramming in soft systems methodology, Checkland (1999) observed: 

“...an intangible, aesthetic point, but an important one – its fried-egg shapes and curved arrows begin to 
undermine the apparent certainty conveyed by straight arrows and rectangular boxes. These are typical of 
work in science and engineering, and the style conveys the implication: ‘this is the case’. The more organic 
style...is meant to indicate that the status of all these artefacts is that they are working models, currently 
relevant now in this study, not claiming permanent ontological status. They are also meant to look more 
human, more natural than the ruled lines and right angles of science and engineering.” (A13)

“Making drawings to indicate the many elements in any human situation is something which has characterized 
SSM from the start. Its rationale lies in the fact the complexity of human affairs is always a complexity of multiple 
interacting relationships; and pictures are a better medium than linear prose for expressing relationships. Pictures 
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can be taken in as a whole and help to encourage holistic rather than reductionist thinking about a situation...we 
have found them invaluable as an item which can be tabled as the starting point of exploratory discussion with 
people in a problem situation. In doing so we are saying, in effect ‘This is how we see this situation at present, its 
main stakeholders and issues. Have we got it right from your perspective?’” (A16)

“...although the stages can be carried out on a computer screen, there is a good case, as long as you can 
manage it from a good visual style, for producing the final model in hand-drawn form. The reason for this is 
psychological, and is the same as that for drawing egg or cloud shapers rather than rectangular boxes: it 
acknowledges the models’ roles as pragmatic devices, not definitive once-and-for-all statements.” (A27)

Chapman (2004) observes that, when trying to capture messy situations, a free-hand picture is superior to a more 
formal diagram because by “making a picture rather than using words most people will express more of their 
emotional reaction to the mess.” (pp.46-47). Beyond making the case that systems thinking relies heavily on 
visualization in how it engenders engagement and dialogue, these observations will be worth reflecting on more 
generally when we consider how individuals react to pre-formed visualizations of information and strategic thinking.

There are many other approaches that assist with sense-making and strategic dialogue and planning within and 
across organizations and communities. These include, but are not limited to simulations, scenario-building, and 
performance thinking. I do not have the space to delve into each of these rich traditions, but I want to make the 
argument that each essentially relies on visualization to achieve its purpose, each with costs and benefits: 

 > Simulations. Models of how a variety of market, social, organizational, and natural systems are developed, with 
the capability of altering different input and external variables as a way to understand the properties of complex 
systems. This allows users to consider the resulting trajectories of other variables over time and decision-making 
quandaries, constraints, and trade-offs. The point is that, no matter how mathematical the underpinning models, 
the altered intersections and trajectories of key variables are often conveyed visually (think of how economists use 
charts to display different ‘runs’ of a model) to engage analysts and audiences. Other examples are more elaborate: 
it suffices to think of airplane cockpit, climate-change, or multi-actor game simulations. 

 > Scenario-building. There is a considerable literature on scenario-building, encouraging participants to imagine 
diverse futures comprised of diverse variables and based on key contingencies, and how these futures might be 
connected to the present, with the goal of creating “shared mental maps” (Rosell et al 1995; Ringland 1998; Staley 
2009). Scenarios are intended to assist users to think broadly and creatively about future possibilities, but are also 
ways to get a handle on dynamic, complex environments. What is not sufficiently well understood is the visuality of 
scenario-building, even if the more elaborate exercises can be informed by speakers and background documents: 
participants are typically encouraged to share ideas on walls and whiteboards, to explore the interconnections 
among variables, to develop coherent narratives and images of future states (often capturing their essence with 
diagrams and labels). 

 > Performance thinking. With the advent of the New Public Management, performance thinking has swept 
across the government sector around the world. Most observers undoubtedly understand the crucial steps of 
developing ‘logic models’ linking inputs and activities associated with programs to outputs and desired outcomes 
(short, medium and longer term) as a basis for developing performance measurement and management systems 
(McDavid & Hawthorn 2006). However, they would typically not see logic models as visualization, in part because 
of the resulting diagrams are linear. And yet, any practitioner would agree that the delineation of logic models is 
a highly visual and iterative process: often balancing the needs of parsimony and detail to arrive at a ‘model’ that 
is a representation of much more complex reality, usually leaving out details that others might think important for 
assessing likelihood of achieving success, such as about the state of organizational capabilities and culture, political 
dynamics and commitment, resource allocation, client perspectives, and environmental change. 

All of these approaches – systems thinking, simulations, scenario-building, and performance thinking – seek to make 
sense of complexity and assist decision-makers and others to develop strategic interventions. Each, in vary degrees, 
relies heavily on facilitation of group processes for the purposes of sense-making and strategic dialogue, and on 
visualization in order to capture complexity at different stages and levels of analysis. To the extent that such processes 
do not engage a broader circle of organizational, network or community participants, they in the end are seen as ‘top-
down’ and fail to resonate more broadly. 
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Conclusion: visualization for thinking and strategy in perspective
The family of sketching and systems ‘strategic’ visualization practitioners are perhaps the closest of all the visualization 
experts to the specific challenges of decision-makers; their goal to assist clients with capturing the nature of problems 
and developing workable strategies for addressing them. They contrast with the other traditions reviewed earlier in 
two ways: 

 > they are focused on the challenges of decision-makers, as opposed to supplying them with data or perspectives 
driven by data, and strive to assist them in discovering what they know and don’t know 

 > they do not rely on computer-mediated visualizations (simple or complex) of findings from data-sets (larger or small), 
instead relying on hand-sketched renderings to move conversations along.  

However, strategic visualization practitioners and their clients can be informed by data and rendering from the other 
visualization practitioners. All of these practitioners, though working with different goals and methodologies, often have 
similar intellectual interests, intrigued by TED events, animation, etc Collectively, they are in search of better ways to 
foster individual, organizational, and societal learning.

Intuitively and through practice, strategic visualization practitioners have arrived at similar conclusions of their data-
driven and graphics-enhanced colleagues: users of visualizations can only handle so much complexity, prefer to 
have images in certain forms, and often learn better with tactile engagement with frameworks and data, often
resisting pre-formed charts and figures. With the exception of those seeking to evaluate different approaches
to information visualization, data analytics, and human-computer interface from a user perspective, the strategic 
visualization practitioners seem more acutely aware of the challenges that decision-makers as users have with 
respect to making sense of information, developing strategic interventions in light of this information, and then 
implementing them, because they see and hear more about these challenges. These are all important considerations 
for thinking about how potential of information visualization, graphics, and strategic visualization can be better factored 
into analytic, advising, and engagement processes in government. 

Stepping back: looking across the visualization domains
The three visualization domains reviewed above vary with respect to: their focus and the problems addressed, the 
visual techniques applied, the intended audiences, the kind of data driving the visualization, etc. Although each 
visualization domain provides interesting contrasts – implicitly or explicitly – to the others, there are overlaps across 
them, and no hard and fast boundaries. Indeed, those working in all of the domains seem equally inspired by Tufte’s 
work and earlier efforts at mapping and drawing; all see visualization as having great promise as a superior way to 
render information for illumination and decision-making; and all try to balance and improve the aesthetic and practical 
qualities of visualizations, albeit in varying ways.  

Rather than summarize the similarities and differences across these visualization domains, the goal of this section is 
to step back and consider some broad messages arising from the full body of inquiry, practice, and innovation. These 
include the following: 

 > Holism, scaling, zooming. Although easily taken for granted, a key reason for adopting visualization techniques 
is to see the ‘whole’ in order analyze the parts. This advantage creates challenges: analyzing the whole requires 
delving into the parts, filtering across parts, and seeing connections. This requires the ability to zoom in and out, to 
rotate, and to use images as point of departure for further exploration and re-integration. 

 > Representations involve trade-offs. Although well understood in the literature, the very ability of visualizations to 
represent considerable complexity – whether it involves data, images, networks, voices or conclusions – obscures 
the fact that the depictions are often simplifications of complexity, distillations of information, and not showing 
underlying detail that might be critical for interpretations and strategies. 

 > Visualizations may (or may not) promote exploration. Visual images and imaging can arise out of an iterative 
and often from group processes, and users may well have their mental horizons broadened by them, but it can be 
an open question as to whether the ultimate audience can manipulate the variables underpinning the visualizations. 

 > Dynamic visualization rocks. Static data and representations are important, and will continue to be, but 
displaying trends and evolving relationships is highly desirable as a basis for better understanding phenomena and 
arriving at strategic interventions. 
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 > More data streams and perspectives are better. Whether as an input into different kinds of representations, or 
even as an activity and output, it is considered superior to have multiple lines of data, diverse perspectives on their 
semantics, and/or the wherewithal to appraise the final results from different vantage points. However, the extent to 
which this is essential also depends on the nature of task (eg, analysis, security, strategizing).

 > Users lag and react differently to visualizations. Despite the advances that have been made in computer-
generated visualization, the evidence suggests that humans may not take-up more sophisticated renderings due 
to cognitive limitations, preferences, or prior knowledge of interfaces or substance. The disposition of different user 
audiences – expert or novice, and primary and secondary – ought to be considered when designing visualizations 
and supporting systems and technologies (this also applies to drawing!).

 > Story-telling enhances visualizations. There is widespread acknowledgement that even the best visualizations 
require parallel story-telling in order to draw out interesting facts and interesting issues. The audiences for 
visualizations are human: needing context, narrative, and often a guide to parse information. This suggests that, for 
visualization to reach its full potential, the larger context of utilization must be appreciated. 

 > Accessibility matters. Increasing accessibility to visualization technology and products from non-experts is an 
important goal, and a greater challenge for those in information visualization and data analytics, but necessary for 
anyone seeking to interpret outputs of visualizations from any of the three domains, and critical if more non-experts 
are to be give greater opportunity to work with and manipulate visualizations. 

 > Designers and users should interact. There is considerable agreement that the best and most relevant 
visualizations as result of dialogue and interaction between the designers and the users, with the former needing a 
nuanced appreciation of users’ needs. 

 > Innovation, re-discovery and re-packaging. Regardless of the domain, one can see instances of where a 
technique developed for one purpose either gets applied to another, is incorporated as a sub-set of another suite of 
technologies, is ‘invented’ in another substantive or scientific domain, or is branded as part of proprietary software 
or facilitation package. This creates confusion but also augers for cross-fertilization and cross-cutting reviews and 
assessments of techniques and applications. 

 > Education and training increasingly essential. Even in the InfoVis community, where the leading technical 
researchers have pushed the boundaries of technology and imaging, there is broad agreement on expanding 
the circle of users – primary and secondary – literate in visualization techniques (Chen 2006; Few 2008) and this 
requires experts to meet them more than half way (Plaisant 2005; Grammel et al 2010). 

These are high-level themes, rising above the often intriguing and sophisticated observations, lessons, and research 
findings that can be easily found in specific visualization domains. In the next and final section we consider whether 
this literature explicitly or implicitly deals with the use and potential of visualization for dealing with the complex 
challenges in the worlds of policy analysis, advising, and engagement. 

Conclusion: implications for complexity and policy visualization? 
This paper has provided a review of the literature on information visualization, graphics and information display, and 
visual facilitation for thinking and strategy. We have considered their contrasting and common features. Individually 
and collectively, the fields of visualization are diverse and exciting, generating considerable enthusiasm among 
practitioners, particularly as applications spread to different disciplines and policy areas, with an aspiration of relevance 
for the public, decision-makers in organizations and communities, and policy-makers. However, as discussed 
below, the literature does not have well-developed ways for understanding how visualization fits into policy-making.  
Conversely, many public service executives and policy and public administration scholars I have chatted with about 
visualization are sceptical about the potential for applying information and other visualization approaches to public 
policy matters precisely because they assume visualization is about marketing and persuasion – they are not familiar 
with its potential for providing data and ways to capture complexity. 

To understand the gaps and misapprehensions here, let us first briefly re-visit the orientations of the visualization 
domains. The information and graphics visualization movements have both been focused on making use of available 
data, presuming that, if represented well, it will be useful to users, while understanding limits and potential misuses 
arising from poor data and presentation techniques, and even intentional misrepresentation. However, aside from 
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understanding how visualizations might be more authentically and better displayed (as well as improving hardware 
and software interfaces for manipulating them) for specific users, little attention has been directed to considering how 
visualization products fits into sense-making, strategic development, advising, and communications in policy-making 
environments, nor how organizations and decision-makers more generally grapple with complexity. This is intriguing
because the third stream of visualization for thinking and strategy explicitly works in this area. Approaches such as 
drawing, modern systems thinking, soft systems methodology, concept mapping, strategy maps, and performance 
models are dedicated to capturing and analyzing complexity as a basis for strategic assessments and organizational 
and policy interventions. There has been little effort to work systematically across the visualization domains; nor is 
there much evidence of cross-fertilization across the InfoVis and VisThink communities. 

Why would such a gap exist across these domains, when there are overlaps across visualization domains, and each 
claims Tufte as a guru? All of the visualization domains have been growing rapidly: there is a lot on the respective 
agendas of already broad, interdisciplinary scholarly and practice fields. The irony, though, is that the most recent 
stream of ‘evaluative’ information visualization research has focused on strategy mapping and related approaches 
(see work by Bresciani, Blackwell, and Eppler), even if it does not appear to be informed by a more general framework 
about how data and visualization might fit into broader policy-making dynamics. Taking a much broader perspective, 
there appears to be little, if any, awareness in any of the visualization fields of the knowledge and research utilization 
literature, which has long sought to understand whether and how research influences policy-making, or more recent 
work on evidence-based policy-making (for a primer, see Nutley et al 2007). As far as I am aware, there are no studies 
that seek to assess the relative yields and cost of information and other types of visualization, nor how they, in turn, 
might compare to other ways of presenting information for insight.15 And, despite evidence of appreciation of how well-
presented visualizations can inform sense-making, there is little, if any, discussion of how any of the products from any 
of the visualization domains would fit in, enhance or compete with other forms of information used in policy-making.16   

We should never be overly critical of fields of practice and inquiry that were never intended to deal with other 
questions that we bring to the table. The visualization domains reviewed in this paper have been largely technology-
driven and practice-based fields; they have yet to produce an encompassing and uniting framework, let alone address 
questions about the salience and performance of visualization techniques in policy-making contexts. Conversely, 
it appears that none of the major academic and professional journals on public policy and public management 
have systematically explored the potential of visualization for improving analysis, advising, and engagement,17 
but reviews of policy-specific professional and academic journals would likely identify several instances of use of 
visualization techniques. This suggests that the HC Coombs Policy Forum roundtables on Grappling with Complex 
Policy Challenges: Exploring the Potential of Visualization Technologies for Analysis, Advising and Engagement may 
provide an opportunity not only to explore how visualization can inform policy-making but also stimulate the fields of 
visualization to develop a more encompassing perspective which may inform the theorization that some contributors 
have suggested is overdue. 

15 A parallel gap exists for the literature on citizen engagement, which has not systematically compared the costs and benefits of different consultation and 
engagement instruments (Lindquist 2005).

16 This criticism has been made of the evidence-based policy movement, which does not consider the many other streams of information converging on 
policy-makers (Lindquist 2006), but see Campbell et al (2007).

17 Some attention has been paid to policy argumentation, narrative policy analysis, etc (eg, Majone 1989; Fischer and Forrester 1993; Roe 1994; McBeth et al 
2007), and to different teaching methodologies (see the Journal of Public Affairs Education and the teaching notes section of the Journal of Policy Analysis 
and Management).
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